A Universal Approach to Render Nanomedicine with Biological Identity Derived from Cell Membranes.
Biomimetic nanoengineering built through integrating the specific cell membrane with artificially synthetic nanomedicines represents one of the most promising directions for the actualization of personalized therapy. For addressing the technical hurdle against the development of this biomimetic technology, the present report describes the in-depth exploration and optimization over each critical preparation step, including establishment of a nanoparticle-stabilized dispersion system, cargo loading, membrane coating, and product isolation. Magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles loaded with DOX is used as a typical model for the coating with cancer cell membranes, providing compact DNP@CCCM nanostructure well-characterized by various techniques. Furthermore, the feasibility of this optimized approach in constructing biomimetic membrane-coated nanomedicines has been validated on the basis of the remarkably improved biofunctions, such as the targetability, magnetic property, hemolysis risk, macrophage evasion, in vitro cytotoxicity, in vivo circulation duration, and in vivo principal component analysis postinjection. We hope this study regarding technique optimization will prompt the advancement of biomembrane-camouflaged nanoparticles as a newly emerging biomimetic technology.